
AMASENDA 
:: FROM THE AMAZON-ANDES ::   

Bulletin # 1 from the Movement for the American Indigenous Solar cultures (M.A.I.S.)  

AMERIKUA, SACRED CENTER FOR THE ERA OFAQUARIUS 

The pilgrimage of civilizations around the planet moves from east to west in general and through                

the zodiac eras according to the displacement of the vernal point caused by the precession of the                 
equinoxes. Now it is the turn of the so-called "New World" to present the New Era of Knowledge,                  

Aquarius, and not because its new, for it is the oldest of the continents.  

Faced with the expression East-West coined by the Old World, the center of the past Era of                 
Pisces, Amerikua presents the North-South approach as a cultural polarity. East-West are the             

geographical poles of Eurasia, and opposite cultural poles, now complementing each other: the East              
tended to the spiritual and the West to the material, now they exchange their values. North-South, front                 
and back of the future civilization. The North, dynamic, inclined toward the material, economic, political,               

military, industrial well-being. The South, peaceful, tends to the spiritual, the human, the community, to               
dialogue, the natural. Both facets participate in the new existential humanism. North and South were               
never in conflict, with Amerikua being a continent of peace, while East-West did enter into conflict. The                 

sacred has always been present on the Great Continent, through its indigenous peoples and cultures               

since the most remote antiquity.  

Pisces, a sign of water (communication by water), symbolized by two fish swimming in the               
opposite direction yet joined by a bond. Its key word is BELIEVE. Symbolism that in the Era of Pisces (the                    

last 20 centuries) manifested itself in the predominance of belief over sapience, and in the separation                
between science and religion (without reaching a total rupture thanks to that bond of union), patriarchal                
predominance, social classes, slavery, political borders, constant wars, imperialisms and colonialisms,           

and tendencies towards division: from the ancient synthesis-science, we went to the sciences; from the               
ancient Religion to religions; from art to the arts; from politics as a science and art of guiding peoples to                    
happiness, to the politics of parties and castes that aspire to power rather than serving their peoples; to                  

the exploitation of nature. Although it also had positive values which are valid for the future.  

Aquarius, an air sign (communication by air) symbolized by the Celestial Water Bearer pouring out               
the water of wisdom from his ewer, its two parallel waves that indicate the tendency to union, balance,                  
synthesis. Its keyword, to KNOW. Symbolism that in the present Aquarius Era, is progressively              

manifesting itself in the predominance of knowledge over believing, in the search for the balance               
between science and religion, between man and woman, in the concept of Humanity as a single                
casteless family, without slavery, in the conversion of political borders into bridges of rapprochement              

and coexistence, in the pursuit of true peace not sustained by arms and repression. The tendency to the                  
synthesis in science, art, philosophy, religion. Respect for nature, living off her and with her, not against                 
her as before. An Era that is manifesting itself throughout all continents, thanks to the new generations,                 

free of commitments to the past, of dogmatism and indoctrination, and who are renewing and creative. 

Let us focus on our Amerikuan cultures and peoples, a spring that will satisfy the spiritual thirst of a                   
materialized world. The achievements of other lands and cultures are also taken into account, they are                

 
 



Humanity’s heritage, part of the universal knowledge that the species achieves in its painful ascension from                
the darkness of ignorance and animality, to the light of perennial knowledge and spirituality. It is the hour of                   
Humanity as one spiritual family.  

We will present below a study on how ancient Mayan language roots have been found around the                 
world. Let us understand that the term "Maya" is not limited to an age, civilization, or race; it is a universal                     
value, typical of the transcendental condition of the human being, whose last time of flourishing was in the                  
ancient Mayan culture located in Meso America.1 That value was represented by a collective of Masters who                 
used that term, which could be defined, based on what was conversed with the Mayan Spiritual Elders, as                  
thus: Maya is the conqueror of the illusion that is in the mind, and that once conquered, we will perceive the                     
truth that is in reality, to live with the dignity that is characteristic of the being. Illusion is part of human                     
creative capacity according to Mayan knowledge, it has its place, it is not about shying away from it but about                    
conquering it. Illusion and disappointment are mental states. Reality is not illusory; the illusory are               
unfounded beliefs about reality, which impose a mirage that blurs the perception of the real. 

One thing is indigenous studies, and another is native life, which speaks from within those who live                 
their culture and their lifestyle integrated into nature. Indigenous studies come from the mestizo city, it is a                  
literary, emotional posture, which sees culture from the outside, with eyes astonished at the unknown. As for                 
the inhabitants of Amerikua not being little angels or holy, true, they are human like those of other lands. The                    
rational animal still has a long way to go in the evolutionary spiral to rise above the animality which is                    
characteristic of our species. Few have managed to free themselves from these conditionings. Entering the               
sacred, involves transcending the common human trait.  

THE BEVERAGE OF IMMORTALITY  

"In Greece it is called ambrosia, in Soma India, alchemists call it the elixir of immortal life. All cultures                   
have mentioned the existence of a beverage of immortality, and how to prepare it. In reality this beverage                  
exists in nature, but evidently not just anywhere: it is only found in the most subtle regions, the purest, and at                     
certain particular times, such as at sunrise. At sunrise is the most favorable time of the day to be able to drink                      
from this ambrosia that the sun distributes everywhere in the universe, and from which all living creatures,                 
rocks, plants, animals, humans, collect its particles. The true drink of immortality is the light, and in the                  
morning, as the sun rises, you can capture this light to nourish your subtle bodies." Omraam Mikhaél                 
A'vanhov 

The beverage of sunlight. The Celestial Buddha illuminates our chakras. It has no comparison. One               
must learn to drink it according to the hours, the seasons, the solar passage through the Zodiac. It is a                    
supreme Yoga. When speaking of immortality, there is no mention to the selfish ego, to the person with                  
his/her social identities or labels, but to the center of consciousness of greater or lower evolutionary level,                 
which is something impersonal. When one is reborn one takes those identities imposed by society and its                 
customs, all of which goes to the grave along with the body, nothing can be smuggled to the other existential                    
plane. Our real essence is light, a solar photon sown and germinated on Earth, until it is released and                   
returned to its cosmic home. That's why our Amerikuan cultures are solar.  

During the Initiatic Work at the Level of the Somatic Scale, the East-West (Eurasia) vision of Initiation,                 
esotericism, and mysticism was sufficiently addressed. Now we will see it at the Aerosomic level from the                 
South-North view (Amerikua), which is a more appropriate approach for the Aquarian Era. This is what we                 
will seek to present with this newsletter Amasenda, a word I have composed which is derived from the words                   
Amazon and Andes, (being South Amerikua the inner center of the Era). At the same time, Amasenda [Ama=                  
love; senda = path in Spanish] gives the idea of "the Path of the One who Loves", or "Path of Love". Since                      
Aquarius is centered on Knowledge and not on Love (which corresponded to Pisces), it would be better to                  
understand it as a "Path of Knowing how to Love." Knowledge from now on is at the forefront in all aspects of                      
the Path and in daily living.  
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Initiation Path is an expression that implies that Initiation is a pilgrimage (internal and external); it                
refers to daily life, to a task, and not to documentation, theories, and doctrines, which predominated in                 
Eurasia during the Era of Pisces, and which occupy a second place in the Major Initiation. That walk of power                    
through the chakras and through the nerve centers of the planet is progressive and upward towards the                 
summit: definitively being liberated from the poor "me" and its small dependencies. This widens the horizons                
of the spirit. Let us walk to the Summit together!  

May these three months of Autumn in the North, allow you to collect your spiritual harvest from                 
sowing on the Path, since the beginning of the year 73, and to practice more intensely and with dedication                   
the disciplines and methods of internal self-improvement and of service to our fellowmen. To our brothers                
and sisters of the South, may this spring renew your faith in our Mission of Human Re-Education, carrying                  
forward this program bequeathed by the Avatar, adapted to today's reality, sharing the art and science of                 
integral health, not just physical.  

Happy Equinox! Peace, Love, Wisdom, Heroism! PASH! 

The  Titolopochtli,  D. Días Porta 

Month of the Balance, Year 73 of the Age of Aquarius  

 

 

 

GUARDIANES DE LA SABIDURIA, LOS PAQOS ANDINOS. Hablada en quechua, subtitulada en español o en 
otros idiomas (a la derecha, de la pantalla, abajo, escoger el idioma en el cuadrito central): 
https://www.gaia.com/video/wisdomkeepers-paqo-andino?fullplayer=feature 

CAMINATA HUICHOL DE PODER  https://caminatas-de-poder.blogspot.com/  Y OTRA: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2_abPqITGI 

A.UM. ZIRAHUEN, MEX., CAMINATAS DE PODER https://cabanasmisticaszirahuen.com/activities/ 

POWER WALKING 
https://conspiracionesynoticiasactuales.blogspot.com/2016/04/power-walking-caminata-de-poder.html 

CAMINATAS DIARIAS https://www.vidaysalud.com/el-poder-de-una-buena-caminata/ 

CAMINATA DE PODER EN CARACAS 
https://hermandadblanca.org/caracas-caminata-de-poder-pies-descalzos-domingo-6-de-febrero-de-2011/  
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